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Abstract—As the number of cores increases exponentially on a single chip, the design and integration of both the on-chip
network facilitating inter-core communication, and the cache coherence protocol for enabling shared memory programming have
become critical for improved energy-efficiency and overall chip performance. With traditional metal interconnects facing stringent
energy constraints, researchers are currently pursuing disruptive solutions such as nanophotonics for improved energy-efficiency.
Cache coherence in multicores can be enforced effectively by snoopy protocols, however broadcasting every cache miss can limit
the scalability while consuming excess energy. In this paper, we propose PULSE, a nanophotonic broadcast tree-based network
for snoopy cache coherent multicores. To limit the energy-penalty from broadcasting (and thereby splitting) optical signals, we
direct the optical signal from the external laser such that only the subset of requesters can receive the optical signal. Furthermore,
as cache blocks are shared by a few cores, we propose a multicast version of PULSE called Multi-PULSE that predicts the
sharers’ for each L2 miss and morphing the broadcast to a multicast network. We evaluate the energy and performance using
CACTI and SIMICS on 16-core and 64-core versions of PULSE and multi-PULSE for Splash-2, PARSEC and SPEC CPU2006
benchmarks and compare to electrical networks, optical networks, and another cache filtering technique. Our results indicate
that PULSE outperforms competitive electrical/optical networks by 60% in terms of execution time and multi-PULSE reduces
average energy from 10-80% even with a few mispredictions.

Index Terms—Network-on-Chips, Nanophotonics, Cache Coherence.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Future chip multiprocessors (CMPs) will consist of
100’s of cores as transistor scaling continues into sub-
nanometer regime, thereby providing an exponential
increase in the number of cores that can be integrated
on a single chip [1]. To satisfy the bandwidth demands
in CMPs, the underlying communication network
must be capable of delivering the required perfor-
mance within the allocated power budget. Further-
more, it is imperative that CMPs incorporate scalable
cache coherent protocols that are both energy-efficient
and provide high-performance. For example, both
Intel’s Quickpath Interconnect [2] and AMD’s Hy-
pertransport [3] implement high-speed serial point-
to-point communication links between cores and I/O
devices (as seen in Intel’s Core i7 and AMD’s Phantom
II processors respectively) that eliminates the high
latency of bus networks. Traditionally, snoopy proto-
cols are combined with ordered broadcast networks to
maintain cache coherence due to fixed latency trans-
actions found in snoopy protocols and the natural
ordering found in bus networks. However, shared
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buses face two problems; (i) limited bandwidth due
to strict ordering leading to network saturation, and
(ii) increase in power consumption as every request
has to be broadcast to all the caches.

Nanophotonics is an emerging disruptive technol-
ogy which has the potential to overcome the scaling
limitations of current metallic interconnects due to
low energy/bit and high-bandwidth characteristics
[4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. Nanophotonics provide several ad-
vantages such as: (1) bit rates independent of distance,
(2) higher bandwidth due to multiplexing of wave-
lengths on the same waveguide/fiber (wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM)), (3) lower power by
dissipating only at the endpoints of the communica-
tion channel and many more. However, nanophotonic
interconnects for CMPs face significant challenges in
device fabrication, integration and thermal tuning [6],
[5], [9].

As memory is shared across an increasing number
of processors, there is a great demand for implement-
ing scalable cache coherence subsystems. Currently,
there are two broad techniques for implementing
cache coherence; snoopy and directory protocols [10].
In this paper, we focus on using snoopy protocols
as cache requests are naturally ordered (single-writer-
multiple-reader) and can be optimized for broadcast
and multicast communication. However, snoopy pro-
tocols are limited to a small number of cores as
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they suffer from poor scalability due to increased
bandwidth demands at the ordering point [10].

In this paper, we exploit the advantages provided
by photonics and snoopy protocols to design a 16
core CMP architecture called PULSE. PULSE is tree-
based broadcast network which combines/splits op-
tical signals using a combination of couplers and
splitters such that the same intensity light arrives at
all the cores simultaneously ensuring the ordering
required for snoopy protocols. We also implement
multi-PULSE (a photonic cache filtering technique),
where the broadcast network rapidly morphs into a
multicast network by directing the address request
to only those cores that actually share the block. As
external laser power is a major component of the
total power budget, we also propose a power guiding
technique which minimizes the power by directing
the external optical signal to only those cores that
are permitted to send the request. Furthermore, we
expand PULSE to 64 cores using core concentration to
allow the benefits of photonics and snoopy protocols
for high-core CMPs. Our simulation results using
SPLASH-2 [11] and PARSEC [12] benchmark applica-
tion suite provide about 60% increase in performance
and a 80% reduction in network power dissipation.
The significant contributions of this work are as fol-
lows:
(1) Scalable Broadcast Network: We propose a 16-
core nanophotonic snoopy cache coherent network
called PULSE that is constructed as a tree network
by combining and splitting signals, thereby ensuring
the same intensity signal at all cores. Furthermore, we
expand PULSE to 64 cores through core concentration
allowing the benefits of photonics and snoopy proto-
cols for high-count multicores.
(2) Reducing External Laser Power: We propose
an optical power guiding system that routes optical
power to only those cores that will transmit an ad-
dress request. We combine the optical power guiding
with optical token distribution and allocate power
to only those cores that can consume the token and
transmit the address request, thereby reducing the
external laser power.
(3) Improving Performance and Energy Efficiency:
We propose multi-PULSE that rapidly morphs the
broadcast-based PULSE network into a multicast net-
work allowing cache requests to be sent to only those
caches that are currently caching the block, thereby
preventing needless cache lookups and improving
energy-efficiency.

2 BRIEF OVERVIEW OF NANOPHOTONICS
Nanophotonic interconnect consists of an external
laser that generates various wavelengths on which
cores communicate with each other (shown as Λ =
λ1, λ2, λ3andλ4). The multiplexed optical signal is
guided onto the chip where the individual wave-
lengths are modulated by an on-chip modulator.

Micro-ring resonators are commonly chosen as both
the transmitters (modulators) and receivers (filters)
due to their smaller footprint (10 μm), low power
dissipation (0.1 mW), low insertion loss (1 dB) and
high bandwidth (> 10 Gbps) [13] characteristics.
Complementary-metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
compatible silicon waveguides allow for optical sig-
nal propagation. Waveguides with micron-size cross-
section (5.5 μm) and low-loss (1.3 dB/cm) have been
demonstrated [13]. Recent nanophotonic work has
shown the possibility of multiplexing 64 wavelengths
within a single waveguide with 60 GHz spacing be-
tween wavelengths and modulation rate at 10 Gbps
[6]. However, this is a very aggressive estimate and
maybe unrealistic for on-chip applications. As such,
we restrict the number of wavelengths per waveguide
in our proposed work to 16. At the receiving tile, the
transmitted optical signal is filtered by the micro-ring
resonator. An optical receiver will then perform the
optical-to-electrical conversion of data, which consists
of a photodetector, a transimpedance amplifier (TIA),
and a voltage amplifier [14], [15]. A recent demon-
strated aSi-CMOS-Amplifier has energy dissipation of
about 100 fJ/bit with a data rate of 10 Gbps [14]. Most
photonic architectures built photonic and electronic
components on separate dies, and then integrate the
two using TSVs (through-silicon vias) [8]. We assume
a similar integration for our proposed architecture.
Thermal stability of micro-ring resonators is one of
the major challenges causing a mismatch between
the incoming wavelength and micro-ring resonance
and therefore, ring tuning is required both at the
transmitter as well as the receiver.

3 PROPOSED PULSE ARCHITECTURE

3.1 Address and Data Broadcast Networks
Figure 1(a) shows the layout of the PULSE archi-
tecture that consists of 16 tiles connected in a grid
fashion. A tile within PULSE consists of a core, its
private L1 instruction and data caches and private
L2 caches, and optical transmitters and receivers lo-
cated at the network interface or router (R). Memory
controllers (MCs) along with the bit-vector sharing
cache (VSC) are placed adjacent to the bottom row
of tiles because they are closer to the control center,
allowing for quick communication between each other
(as required in Multi-PULSE). When the optical signal
arrives at the receivers that are in the bottom row
of tiles, the electrical data after optical to electrical
(O/E) conversion is sent to the L2 cache as well as
the MC. We group together the bottom tiles and MCs
to save on laser power as the optical signals do not
require additional splitting. To expand PULSE to 64
cores, we concentrate four cores together where each
core retains private L1 instruction and data cache
and shared L2 cache. We minimize the increase in
the optical transceivers by core concentration and
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Fig. 1. (a) Proposed PULSE with 16-tiles where each tile consists of a core, L1 instruction and data caches, and
private L2 cache. There are four memory controllers (MC). (b) Proposed PULSE layout of the broadcast network
where tile 1 broadcasts the request and the optical signal originates from the control center.

intra-tile communication occurs with shared L2 cache
without any additional crossbar network (as in private
L2). The MCs should be scaled to 16 for the 64-core
version, however due to pin limitations we used 4
MCs for our 64-core evaluation. These MCs are again
connected to the bottom row of tiles and placed closer
to the control center.

In our proposed snoopy system, we enforce single-
writer-multiple-reader (SWMR) that ensures that only
one tile is writing to the tree at any given clock.
External light first enters into the control center, where
the control center routes the optical signal to one
of the columns of tiles. Within the column, only
one tile can modulate the optical signal. Arbitration
among the tiles within a column is accomplished
using optical tokens. After the optical signals are
modulated, the address request travels to the root
of the optical tree where optical waveguides coming
from the other three columns are combined together
to form the root of the tree (equivalent to the ordering
point) as shown in Figure 1(b). When the modulated
optical signal reaches the root, they traverse through
a series of optical spitters and waveguides that allow
for the same intensity of light to arrive at all the
tiles simultaneously. To illustrate with an example,
Figure 1(b) shows Tile 1 broadcasting data to all other
tiles. The external signal originates from the control
signal and the modulated request is then broadcast
by using a combination of splitters and combiners.
Using 16 wavelengths, PULSE is constructed with a
total of 9 waveguides, 5 for the address network and
4 for the data network. Note, that each waveguide
has 16 wavelengths. This gives 80 bits for the address
network and 64 bits for the data network that can
be transmitted in a single cycle. In addition, the use
of separate waveguides for the address and data
networks allow for split-transactions (simultaneous
different address requests and data responses) to take

place [10]. The proposed architecture ensures that
the rules of coherence are maintained i.e. each write
request is made visible to all processors in program
order and all writes are made visible to all processors.

3.2 Token Arbitration
As only one tile is allowed to transmit data at any
given time, an arbitration technique is required so
that two or more tiles will not try to access the tree
network at the same time. In PULSE, we prevent
two or more tiles from accessing the tree at the same
time through the use of optical tokens. There are two
optical tokens circulating simultaneously, one for the
address network and the other for the data network.
In addition, we restrict the circulation of tokens to an
activate column of tiles for optical power savings. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates the optical token waveguide layout.
In the figure, the optical token system consists of three
different waveguides: power, inject and return. The
power waveguide is responsible for providing optical
power to the tiles so they can re-inject the token. The
inject waveguide is where the optical tokens circulates
and the return waveguide is used for the token to
return to the control center.

Figures 1 and 2 show the proposed control center
at the bottom. The control center is used to guide
optical power to the correct column of cores. Figure
3 illustrates the operation of the control block; the
control block consists of two photodetectors and two
4-bit shift registers. Within the control block, these
two photodetectors are used to detect the return of
each optical token (address and data network) and
the two 4-bit shift registers are used to activate the
correct set of ring resonators for the current active
column of tiles. Figure 3(a) demonstrates the initial
injection of an address network optical token to the
first column of tiles. The correct combination of active
micro-ring resonators for sending an optical token to
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Fig. 2. Proposed arbitration and token layout for four
columns with each column having three waveguides:
power for modulating the signal, inject for injecting the
token and return for returning the token.

first column is determined by which bit in the 4-bit
shift register is active and in this case it is the first bit.
After a clock cycle, the inject waveguide is powered
down and optical power is returned to the power
waveguide, which is illustrated in Figure 3(b). The
optical power is returned to the power waveguide as
the optical power is used by the tiles to re-inject the
optical token after communication has completed (see
Figure 2). The timer block shown in the figure keeps
track of how long a token has been circulating in a
column and is used to prevent resource starvation. By
limiting the direction of the external laser only to the
active column, we can reduce the external laser power
requirement by 75%. This reduction in external power
is possible as we do not simultaneously power all the
columns, thereby creating a power-efficient broadcast
network. This does not reduce the power to broadcast,
however limits the driving power only to the active
column and thereby, the broadcast tree network. Most
data networks used in snoopy protocols are point-to-
point networks, however in PULSE, we reduce the
optical hardware required by re-using the broadcast
network for data communication.

3.3 Multi-PULSE (Multicast-PULSE)
On a L2 read/write miss, traditional snoopy protocols
broadcast the miss request to all L2 caches and the
memory controller. However, sending miss requests
to all tiles implies that both the power to broadcast
the request and cache energy at every L2 access
are consumed on each miss. Cache filtering has the
ability to reduce the bandwidth and power by filtering
requests and directing the request to only the subset
of sharers. There have been several techniques pro-
posed to identify the subset of sharers ranging from
using dynamically adaptive filters [16], destination-
based sharers [17] and multicast snooping [18]. In
this work, we adopt the filtering technique similar to
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Fig. 3. Control block operation: (a) initial optical token
injection coming from the control block, and (b) optical
power supplied to power waveguide for column one.

multicast snooping [18]. However, we extend multi-
cast snooping in the following way: We implement
bit-vector sharing caches (VSC) embedded with the
MCs as shown in Figure 1(a). VSCs retain the sharing
information such that the bit-vector can implement
two critical functions of (a) correctness - checking the
sharing information on a prediction and (b) modifica-
tion - updating the correct information by changing
the multicast network by triggering additional ring
resonators to be switched on. The VSCs require four
additional waveguides, one for each VSC and utilize
wavelength routing technique. Each VSC is a direct
mapped cache that has the same number of entries
as a L2 cache. Each entry is 31 bits where 10 bits is
used for the tag and 21 bits is used for the sharing
information. The 21 bits is further broken down into
16 bits for maintaining sharing information, 4 bits
to indicate the owner (tile or MC), and 1 bit for
valid bit. The VSC for each tile requires less than
250 KB storage which is significantly less than the 4
MB of storage required for the L2 cache. VSC will
increase the area overhead and power dissipation by
5% than the baseline due to prediction checking and
correction.

In order for the address and data networks to mul-
ticast to a limited number of tiles, we place two micro-
ring resonators at each waveguide splitter, which are
used to guide the optical signals. We extend the token
waveguide system by adding two more waveguides
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Fig. 4. Proposed multi-PULSE architecture with ring-
resonators placed at the splitting point.

and electrical circuitry that are responsible for con-
trolling the multicast micro-rings. The two additional
waveguides (one for the address and one for the
data network) are used to communicate with the
control center on which tiles send the request. Since
each waveguide has 16 wavelengths, each wavelength
represents the right to transmit to a select tile. Figure
4 illustrates the network modification required for
Multi-PULSE. In the figure, different optical splitting
points are labelled from 0 to 14, where 0 is the root
optical splitter and 7-14 are leaf splitters. At these
points, two micro-ring resonators are used to control
the optical signals and two different configurations
are shown in the figure. The top splitter (point 0)
shows where neither micro-rings are switched on; this
splits the optical beam into both the waveguides. The
bottom splitter (point 6) shows the design where the
left micro-ring is activated; this switches the optical
beam into only left half of the branch. Therefore, if nei-
ther ring-resonators are activated, the signal splits into
both waveguides; activating either one ring-resonator,
we can direct the beam either to the right or the left
branch of the tree.

Figure 5(a) illustrates the steps in case of correct
prediction. When a multicast takes place, the sending
tiles first tries to capture an optical token (Step 1).
After capturing the optical token, the tile checks its
sharing cache to see if it can generate a mask (Step 2,
example mask involves tiles 0,2,3,12,14,15). If there is
a valid entry, a mask will be generated in a manner
similar to [18], where the next lower and higher
address entries are combined together to generated
a valid mask. After the mask has been generated,
the tile will send the multicast information to the
control center, along a separate waveguide to notify
which micro-ring resonators should be activated (Step
3). The sending tile places the data onto the address
or data network, where the optical signals will be
guided to the correct destinations (Step 4). When
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Fig. 5. (a) Correctly predicted multicast example and
(b) mispredicted multicast example.

the data arrives at the tiles and VSC, the multicast
data is checked against the correct list of sharers and
the cache block owner is notified to verify that the
multicast is correct (Step 5). If the multicast is correct,
the VSC notifies the sending tile to release the token
so that the process starts over. (Step 6 and Step 7).

Figure 5(b) illustrates the step in case of a mispre-
diction. When a multicast takes place, the sending tiles
first tries to capture an optical token (Step 1). After
capturing the optical token, the tile checks its sharing
cache to see if it can generate a mask (Step 2, example
mask involves tiles 0,10,12,15). Steps 3, 4, and 5 are
repeated. In this case, as the multicast is incorrect,
updated mask information is sent to the control center.
When the control center receivers the corrected list
of the sharers, the additional micro-ring resonators
will be activated/de-activated to correct the multicast
request (Step 6, tiles 2, 3 and 14 are included in the
mask). Once the multicast has been corrected (Step
7), the VSC notifies the sending tile to release the
token (Step 8 and Step 9). It must be noted that the
optical signal stays active on the waveguide; therefore,
ring resonators can be activated/deactivated before
the signal is released which allows for any correction
to the mask to be made [19].
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4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We simulate PULSE using the full system simulator,
called SIMICS [20] with the GEMS memory system
[21] for select SPLASH-2 and PARSEC benchmarks.
We compared PULSE to an electrical bus network, an
electrical tree network, and the electro-optics Shared-
Bus network with a similar cache coherent design.
Table 1 shows the full-system configurations param-
eters used in Simics simulator. For all networks, we
assume a clock frequency of 2.5 GHz and equal link
bandwidth for all networks. In addition, all networks
use the Modify, Owner, Share, and Invalid (MOSI)
protocol and have different address and data net-
works for increase performance. Table 3 shows the
number of cycles required for the cache request to
traverse each network. The electrical tree network is
designed with conventional electrical wires which are
based on numbers extracted from Synopsys Design
Compiler; the time constant for these wires would
be 0.01 ps/micron therefore in a single cycle up to
40 mm of this wire could be traversed. These wires
are then interconnected by routers at each level of the
tree. For the electrical tree, there is a two cycle delay
to traverse across each router, a single cycle for the
router arbitration and traversal, then another cycle for
the link traversal. The cache request traverses across
three routers as it travels up to the root and three
additional routers as the request travels from the root
to the tiles. This results in a total delay of 11 cycles
for the electrical tree network.

The second comparison architecture, the electrical
bus, is a conventional multi-drop bus that has a point
to point connection to each tile. This network suffers
from a long bus snaking through the entire chip,
requiring much more energy and signal propagation
time. For electrical bus,there is a two cycle latency for
the cache request to traverse to the arbiters, one cycle
latency for the arbiter to choose a winner, two cycle
latency for the arbiter to notify which tile won the bus,
and three cycle latency for the data to traverse the bus.
This results in a total delay of 8 cycles for a request
to traverse the electrical bus network. In shared-bus
architecture four adjacent cores are connected to a
single router which is then responsible for putting the
signal on the optical waveguide connected to the four
routers on the chip [4]. For the shared-bus, there is
a two cycle delay to traverse across each router and
a cycle delay to traverse across the optical bus. Since
each cache request in shared-bus has to traverse across
two routers and an optical bus, the total delay is 5
cycles. For the optical networks there is a cycle delay
for E/O and O/E conversions at the receiver. The
address networks aggregate bandwidth can be seen
in Table 2. Bandwidth was calculated as the number
of bits in a broadcast divided by the time needed to
broadcast those bits and this number was converted
to bytes by dividing by 8. As can be observed PULSE

TABLE 1
Full-system configuration.

Cores SPARC ISA, 2.5 GHz clock, 2-way in-order,
2 integer ALU, 2 FPU ALU, 1 FL mult/div,

Branch Bimodal (512) + Gshare (1024)
Predictor

BTB 4K entries; 16-way
L1 cache 32KB instruction/32 KB data, 4-way

associative, 64B lines, 3 cycle access time
L2 cache 1MB, 64B lines, 16-way associative

6-cycle/bank access time
Memory 160 cycle access time, 4 on-chip memory

controllers
SPLASH-2 FFT, LU, Radix, Raytrace

applications
PARSEC Blackscholes, Ferret, Fluidanimate

applications Freqmine, X26, Swaption

TABLE 2
Address network broadcast network delays (cycles)

and aggregate bandwidth (GB/s).

Network Delay Aggregate
(cycles) Bandwidth (GB/s)

Electrical Tree 11 36
Electrical Bus 8 50

Shared-Bus 5 80
PULSE (broadcast) 2 200
PULSE (multicast) 3 133

PULSE (multicast error) 5 80

has the highest aggregate bandwidth at 200 GB/s
while the electrical tree has the smallest aggregate
bandwidth at 36 GB/s.

4.1 Simulation Results
Figure 6(a) shows the speed-up of the select Splash-
2 and PARSEC applications for 16-core CMPs. Both
PULSE and multi-PULSE are the best performing
networks when compared to both electrical as well
as nanophotonic networks. For each application, the
time spent servicing cache hits is the high percentage
of the execution time. Network access along with
cache misses consume the second and third highest
percentage of execution time. Directory access con-
sumes the least execution time for each application.
PULSE shows a speed-up of around 1.75× when
compared to the electrical tree network and a speed-
up of around 1.25× when compared to the electrical-
bus and Shared-Bus for the Raytrace and Radix ap-
plications. These applications show a higher speed-
up because they have large L2 misses. The high-
speed nanophotonic network PULSE allows for cache
requests to be quickly completed when compared
to electrical networks. For the FFT application, the
multicast version of PULSE marginally under per-
forms the Shared-Bus network due to higher multicast
miss-predictions. For PARSEC applications, PULSE
shows about a 1.33× speed-up over the electrical tree
network and about a 1.15× speed-up over Shared-
bus for the Ferret application. These performance im-
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TABLE 3
Average number of sharers and multicast misses for

select Splash-2 and PARSEC benchmarks.

Application # Sharers # Sharers Cache Cache
Misses Misses

(16-cores) (64-cores) (16-cores) (64-cores)
FFT 7.3 4.48 2.3% 4.5%
LU 6.5 2.97 7% 4.2%

Radix 8.5 4.8 4.2% 5%
Raytrace 4 2.16 17% 17%

BlackScholes 3 2.7 1% 1%
Ferret 5.4 5.2 1% 1.8%
Freq. 4.3 3.8 19% 3.6%
Fluid 5.5 4.6 2.1% 2%

Swaption 3.36 3.36 12% 14%
X26 1.92 1.9 1% 3.2%

provements clearly indicate the advantages of using
nanophotonics for snoopy cache coherent protocols.

Figure 6(b) shows the speed-up for select Splash-
2 and PARSEC applications for 64-core CMPs. From
the figure, PULSE shows the greatest speed-up for
the Radix application. This is due to the high number
of cache requests found in the radix application and
PULSE ability to quickly complete cache request. In
the Fluid applicatio, PULSE and Shared-bus network
has about the same speed-up. This results from few
cache requests being sent out onto the networks at the
same time. For the LU application, Shared-bus is able
to outperform PULSE. This application favors Shared-
bus because not all traffic needs to traverse the optical
networks and due to core concentration some cache
request can to completed quicker than in PULSE.

Table 3 shows the average number of sharers and
the percentage of cache misses for select Splash-2 and
PARSEC application. From Table 3, Radix and FFT
have the highest number of sharers, with each cache
request for FFT having about 7.3 sharers and each
cache request for Radix having about 8.5 sharers for
16-core PULSE. On the other hand, BlackScholes has
the lowest number of sharers, with each cache request
for BlackScholes having 3 sharers for 16-core PULSE.
From Table 3, Raytrace and Freq. have the highest
percentage of the misses, where 17% of multicast
cache request do not have the correct number of
sharers. For both of these applications, the number
of tiles sharing a cache block and/or the owner of the
cache block quickly changes making the cache sharing
information not up to date. This can be seen in Figure
5 where this is significantly more decrease in perfor-
mance for multi-PULSE over PULSE. One the other
hand, BlackScholes and Ferret have least number of
sharers, where only 1% of multicast request do not
have the correct number of sharers for BlackScholes
and Ferret applications.

4.2 Optical Losses
PULSE is constructed with nanophotonic components
and as such the optical power dissipation of PULSE

TABLE 4
Address network broadcast network power losses.

Device Loss)
(dB)

Coupler(LC ) 1
Non-linearity (LN ) 1

Modulator Insertion (LI ) 1
Waveguide (per cm)(LW ) 1.3

Filter drop (LF ) 1
Bending (LB) 1

Waveguide Cross (LWC ) 0.05
Receiver Sensitivity (LRS ) -20dBm

Laser Efficiency 30%
Splitter (LS ) 3
Ring Heating 26μW/ring

Ring Modulating 500μW/ring

needs to be taken into account. Table 4 shows the
optical losses and parameters for select optical de-
vices used to construct PULSE. The maximum optical
power loss is given by 8×LS + 6.5×LW + LC + LN +
3×LI + LF + 2×LB+ 60×LWC . This gives a maximum
optical loss of approximately -43.5 dB or 223.8 mW
per wavelength for a total electrical laser power 12
W . This is well within the power budget found in
today CMPs. Scaling the number of cores is not so
straightforward; for example, from 64 to 128 cores,
the required power doubles to 26 W and from 128 to
256 cores, the required power doubles again to 56 W .
Clearly, additional power gating techniques such as
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) will
likely be required to reduce the output power. From
the above calculated optical power loss, waveguide
crossing constitutes a significant portion of the overall
optical power. One technique to overcome this is to
use multiple optical layers as this will significantly
reduce waveguide crossings.

4.3 Power Analysis
Figure 7 shows the energy per bit for PULSE and the
other three electrical and optical networks. The power
dissipation for electrical network components (routers
and electrical links) was calculated for 32 nm technol-
ogy using ORION 2.0 [22] and we obtained the L2
cache access energy using Cacti 6.0 [23]. Energy values
were obtained using 32 nm technology and was scaled
to 22 nm technology using ITRS scaling rules. From
Cacti, the L2 energy access values were calculated to
be 348 pJ per L2 cache access. In addition, the optical
power dissipation for different versions of PULSE and
Shared-Bus were calculated considering all param-
eters required in designing nanophotonic networks:
pre-driver, SERDES (serializer/deserializer), receiver
(TIA, clock recovery), ring heating (for tuning the
ring resonator), ring modulation (transmitter) and
external laser [6], [24]. We also determine the clock-
tree network to drive the electronics to turn on the
ring resonators in multi-PULSE. We determine the
maximum distance from the control center to the

This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication.
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Fig. 6. Execution time for various SPLASH-2 and PARSEC applications for Electric Tree (ET), Electric Bus (EB),
Shared-Bus (SB), PULSE and multi-PULSE normalized to electrical tree: (a) 16 cores and (b) 64 core.
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Fig. 7. Energy per bit required to broadcast a bit of
data.

farthest point in a 400 mm2 chip will be 18 mm.
As the address network has 5 waveguides and 16
wavelengths per waveguide, the maximum load in
the network will be 0.52 mW/mm/bit which gives the
total power of the electrical network in multi-PULSE
to be 748.8 mW which is less than 10% of the laser
power used for the network. From the figure, PULSE
is the most energy efficient network with 9.1 pJ/bit
required to broadcast a bit of data followed by Shared-
Bus 11.6 pJ/bit to broadcast a bit of data. The worst
efficient network is the electrical tree network which
requires 13.4 pJ/bit to broadcast a bit of data.

Figure 8(a) illustrates the power savings for each
network when running Splash-2 and PARSEC appli-
cations for 16-cores. Both versions of PULSE are the
most energy efficient networks with about 20% power
saving over the electrical tree network and about a
70% power saving over the electrical tree network.

The energy savings in multi-PULSE is mostly due to
the filtering of the cache requests, as this results in ac-
cessing L2 caches that actually share the blocks. Even
when accounting for mispredictions, the penalty from
the network is minimal. In all results, the network
energy for both PULSE and multi-PULSE are almost
the same. It is the energy in the cache access that
we prevent through predictions. Figure 8(b) illustrates
the power savings for each network when running
Splash-2 and PARSEC applications for 64-core CMPs.
As was the case for 16-core CMPs, both version of
PULSE are the most energy efficient networks with
about a 60% power savings over the electrical tree
network and about a 85% power saving over the
electrical tree network. It should be noted that we
can further save the network power if the external
laser can be tuned to the network load such that
we can throttle the power to maintain the minimum
BER. We show the multicast implementation, cache
request breakdown, JETTY comparison results and
laser power variations in Supplementary file.

5 RELATED WORK

Several techniques have been proposed to overcome
the limited bandwidth of ordered-networks such as
split transaction buses [10] and application of cache
filters [25], [26], [27]. As the number of cores increases,
split transaction buses suffer for limited bandwidth
and high power dissipation. Cache filtering on the

This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication.
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Fig. 8. Network and cache power breakdown for various SPLASH-2 and PARSEC applications for Electric Tree
(ET), Electric Bus (EB), Shared-Bus (SB), PULSE and multi-PULSE normalized to electrical tree: (a) 16 cores
and (b) 64 cores.

other hand, reduces the required bandwidth by fil-
tering out memory requests that are not cached by
the core, thereby directing the requests to only those
caches that actually share the cache block [25], [26],
[27]. In [18], they propose a multicast snoopy protocol
that sends cache requests to the nodes that are only
caching the block. Multi-PULSE differs from [18] as
cache sharing information is sent to by the directories
instead of the owner of the cache block. Furthermore,
the directories are re-designed such that they can
implement two critical functions of (a) checking the
sharing and (b) correcting the sharing information by
changing the multicast which is not found in [18].

Using nanophotonics, there have been few signif-
icant work; in the Shared-Bus architecture [4], both
electronics and optics are combined to create a hybrid
64-core opto-electronic broadcast network. The prob-
lem with this network is the higher power dissipation
due to the electrical network and the increase in
packet latency due to the two networks. A WDM-
based multicast photonic network which uses differ-
ent wavelengths to send the same copy of the data
was proposed in [28]. In addition, [29] proposed a
1000-core nanophotonic NoC that uses bit vectors to
determined which clusters are caching a block. When
[29] cannot correctly determined which cache has a
local copy of the block it has to send the cache request
to the home node resulting in high latency. ATAC

[30] is a 1024 core NoC that uses both an electrical
mesh network to connect 16-core local groups to-
gether and a global optical network to connect 64 16-
core local groups. ATAC uses WDM for its optical
network to create a fully connected arbitration-free
network. Multi-PULSE incorporates a multicast tech-
nique which is not found in ATAC allowing for Multi-
PULSE to reduce cache power and required network
bandwidth.

Another protocol for cache coherence as discussed
in the introduction is directory protocols [10], [31].
Directory protocols suffer from indirection as the
directory must first be accessed before a tile knows
where to send its request. Indirection in requests also
results in variable latency in sending the request.
Multi-PULSE does not suffer from such indirection
as long as the predicted multicast mask is correct.
Otherwise the directory has to fix the mask thus
introducing a small amount of indirection, however
this indirection does not result in a variable length
transaction. Sparse directories [31] lessen the over-
head needed for a directory protocol but still suffer
from the above problems of conventional directory
protocols. Multi-PULSE differs from sparse directories
because Multi-PULSE uses the vector cache entries
to predict the sharers and when incorrect, fixes the
mask. In sparse directories, the directory entry has the
complete list of sharers and no correction is needed.

This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication.
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Finally, Multi-PULSE differs from sparse directories
because if the cache block is not in the vector cache,
the network just performs a broadcast while in sparse
directories if the block is missing, a message has to
be sent to the full size directory which will return
the appropriate entry and then the sparse directory
initiates the cache request.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a tree-based network
that combines the advantages of nanophotonics and
snoopy cache coherence protocols which extends the
performance (speed-up) and improves the power over
comparable broadcast networks. Further, we propose
a multi-PULSE that further reduces the power by
selective sending of cache requests to the tiles that
actually share the cache block. Our results indicate
that PULSE and multi-PULSE improve performance
by over 60% and reduce power consumption by 80%
over leading electrical and optical networks.
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